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Sign In. Edit The Aviator Howard Hughes Cate Blanchett Katharine Hepburn Kate Beckinsale
Ava Gardner John C. Noah Dietrich Alec Baldwin Juan Trippe Alan Alda Professor Fitz Danny
Huston Jack Frye Gwen Stefani Jean Harlow Jude Law Errol Flynn Adam Scott Johnny Meyer
Matt Ross Glenn Odekirk Kelli Garner Faith Domergue Frances Conroy Hepburn Brent Spiner
Robert Gross Stanley DeSantis Louis B. Mayer Edward Herrmann Joseph Breen Willem Dafoe
Roland Sweet Kenneth Welsh Hepburn as Kenneth Walsh J. Ludlow Jacob Davich Howard
Hughes's Mother Sam Hennings Frank Joe Chrest Cocoanut Grove Vocalist 1 Harry Standjofski
Crony of Louis B. Mayer Vince Giordano Giordano Josie Maran Cigarette Girl Justin Shilton
Hell's Angels Pilot Arthur Holden Radio Announcer Raymond Ducasse Roscoe Turner Joseph
P. Maitre d' Yves Jacques Cocoanut Grove Patron Chris Ufland Engineer Al Dubois Pan Am
Executive 1 Alan Toy Man on Crutches Sebastian Tillinger Timer Francesca Scorsese Little Girl
Charlotte Scott Little Girl James Bradford Uncle Willy Joe Cobden Another Guest 1 Linda E.
Emcee Kevin O'Rourke Spencer Tracy Lisa Bronwyn Moore Noah's Wife Emma Campbell Helen
- Jack Frye's wife Martha Wainwright Cocoanut Grove Vocalist 3 Vincent Laresca Jorge Matt
Holland Nick the Custodian Keith Campbell Marine Al Vandecruys Doctor James Rae Brewster's
Maid Nellie Sciutto Secretary Terry Haig Another Senator James McNamara Self voice archive
footage John Koensgen Caretaker Mark Akeson Caretaker Jason Pollard Caretaker Rest of cast
listed alphabetically: Pascal Anctil Reporter uncredited Matthew I. Hell's Angels Crewman
uncredited David Block Film Technican uncredited John David Braddock Photographer
uncredited John Brody Policeman uncredited Benjamin Centoducati Film Worker uncredited
Isabelle Champeau Editor uncredited Anne V. Howard Hughes' film editor uncredited Al Coronel
Bi-Plane Mechanic 1 uncredited Chris Dainty Reporter uncredited Matthew Corbett Davis Starlet
uncredited Elisa Dyann Coat Check Girl uncredited Antonella Elia Secretary uncredited Meghan
Elizabeth Starlet uncredited Brian Fortuna Dancer uncredited Danielle Franke Esquire Starlet
uncredited Marc Gourdeau Engineer uncredited Jess Graham Plane Engineer uncredited Daniel
Gutin Hospital Room Visitor uncredited Trevor Hayes Chef uncredited Harrison Held Mayer
Crony uncredited David Hillberg Stage Hand uncredited Chase Hoyt Usher uncredited Larry
Kagele Pilot uncredited Jason Klamm Military Officer uncredited Steven Wallace Lowe Reporter
uncredited Brian T. Ground Crewman uncredited Lon Moriarty Vivien Leigh uncredited Matthew
Reidy Photographer uncredited Richard Rossi Howard Hughes cousin uncredited Scott Sahadi
Photographer uncredited Heather Sconyers Bathing beauty uncredited Martin Scorsese Dancer
at the Grove uncredited Frank Sivero Photographer uncredited Nikky Smedley Pugg uncredited
R. Bruce Steinheimer Cary Grant uncredited Deliene Wyatt Elias Margaret E. Jackman Frederik
Joly Ackers Claire Alary Patrice Jacques Law III McClaran Stephan McKenzie Murray Jay Peck
Hessey G. Peter King Knott James Lacroix Ballantyne Jeff Barnes Ewan Kevin Field Lee Kim
Lee McGee Paul McGhee Peishel Rachel Perkins Rivera Jr. Rubin J. Seifert Naz Shams Turner
Pepe Valencia Ted Mayer Edward Fincher Martine Gagnon Operator Basecamp Daniel Matthews
Scorsese uncredited Selena Carrillo Leah Amir Heyward Craig Hosking Jeffrey Schwartz Anne
Scott Ransom Walrod Edit page. Want to watch. Share this page:. Clear your history. Howard
Hughes. Katharine Hepburn. Noah Dietrich. Senator Ralph Owen Brewster. Professor Fitz.
Johnny Meyer. Glenn Odekirk. Faith Domergue. Robert Gross. Joseph Breen. Roland Sweet.
Hepburn as Kenneth Walsh. Howard Hughes - 9 Years Old. Howard Hughes's Mother. Hell's
Angels Director of Photography. Cocoanut Grove Vocalist 1. Cigarette Girl. Hell's Angels Pilot.
Radio Announcer. Roscoe Turner. Aide to Howard as Joseph Reidy. Cocoanut Grove Vocalist 2
as Loudon Wainwright. Cocoanut Grove Patron. Pan Am Executive 1. Man on Crutches. Another
Guest 1. Another Guest 2 as Linda Smith. Chairman MPA. Hughes' Aide at Censor Hearing.
Spencer Tracy. Helen - Jack Frye's wife. Cocoanut Grove Vocalist 3. Hughes' Staff Person. Nick
the Custodian. Brewster's Maid. Another Senator. Self voice archive footage. Pan Am Executive
2. Reporter uncredited. Photographer at 'Hell's Angels' Wrap Party uncredited. Hell's Angels
Crewman uncredited. Film Technican uncredited. Photographer uncredited. Policeman
uncredited. Film Worker uncredited. Editor uncredited. Howard Hughes' film editor uncredited.
Bi-Plane Mechanic 1 uncredited. Howard Hughes Aide uncredited. Starlet uncredited. Coat
Check Girl uncredited. Secretary uncredited. Dancer uncredited. Esquire Starlet uncredited.
Engineer uncredited. Plane Engineer uncredited. Hell's Angels Film Executive uncredited.
Hospital Room Visitor uncredited. Chef uncredited. Mayer Crony uncredited. Stage Hand
uncredited. Usher uncredited. Pilot uncredited. Man in Tux at 'Hell's Angels' Premiere
uncredited. Military Officer uncredited. Ground Crewman uncredited. Hell's Angels Airline
Mechanic uncredited. Vivien Leigh uncredited. Howard Hughes cousin uncredited. Bathing
beauty uncredited. Dancer at the Grove uncredited. Pugg uncredited. Cary Grant uncredited.
Make-up Girl to Katharine Hepburn uncredited. TWA Executive uncredited. The parking brake
came on while driving, and a major transmission fault alarm went off. When they were fixing it,
the seat controls went. Federal safety regulations require gear positions to be displayed when a

vehicle is not in park. Ford Motor Co. Angie Kozleski, Lincoln spokeswoman, said the company
is following standard protocol. This is a longstanding practice at Ford Motor Co. We are equally
committed to addressing potential issues and responding quickly for our customers. We had
two small recalls on Aviator since its launch and the majority of the affected vehicles were in
dealer inventory and will be addressed prior to delivery to customers. More: iPhone is all you
need to start, and drive, the Lincoln Aviator. One customer canceled an Aviator order,
concerned after reading about owner experiences on social media sites. Manufacturers can't
rely on consumers to find these bugs as some can compromise safety. A Facebook page for
Aviator owners talks of challenges and offers encouragement. They will get it addressed. Trust
me, they are counting on this car to do well. They will be contacting the engineers and such.
Ford is paying attention. They are not letting this go lightly. Also, it looks like that body panels
are all aligned very well, which has been said to be a problem on a few earlier units. Spencer
said she was irritated that the company offered her a break on car payments or an extended
warranty. The parking brake comes on while driving. The lights are going on, then the
transmission light. When I call the dealer, they will take the car but I needed to wait as they had
no loaner cars, so I wait. Crash assist triggers, sirens go off, all these sirens. It's scary. I am
afraid of what will happen and it happens in a split second. Warning lights go off, brakes go on.
They pick up the car and take it and try to work on it. He referred her case to Lincoln corporate.
Nearly a week after she returned, the car was ready. What do I do? And Spencer was just
astonished. Toyota, for example, eases new features into products over time. And Ford tends to
struggle on new technology in ways that Toyota and others do not. Consumer Reports, with a
database of more than half a million consumer vehicles, tests and monitors more vehicles than
any other entity. In fact, Spencer switched from driving a BMW to getting an Aviator, because
she wanted an American luxury vehicle, she said. More: Ford recalls F, Explorer, Expedition for
seats may detach in crash. More: Ford recall: Explorer, Lincoln Aviator could roll because of
crucial missing part. Our dealers know their customers best and are working to handle any
concern as a luxury customer would expect. We are shipping vehicles to dealers as we
complete our quality inspection process. I've had no problems," he said. The car is great.
Kozleski said Lincoln is committed to its customers and the team poured its heart into the
Aviator. Power Initial Quality Study," she said. Contact Phoebe Wall Howard at 3 or phoward
freepress. Follow her on Twitter phoebesaid. Read more on Ford and sign up for our autos
newsletter. View Comments. Review by tszirmay Special Collaborator Honorary Collaborator.
These are absolute prog classics that still stand the test of time and are entirely worthy of
attention. And finally the poppy in-betweens such as the rambling and jagged opener "Your
Loving Is My Home", "Evil Eye" , "Time Traveller" , all positive ear-candy but far from
progressive , outside of a few twists and turns that keep things interesting. Obviously, Aviator
is more of a footnote than a sheer prog accomplishment but its scarcity make it a valuable
addition to a progressive rock collection. Review by Progbear Prog Reviewer. A worthy
follow-up on their great debut disc. You'll surely note the presence of synths here, they were all
played by Lancaster not on keyboards, but on his Computone Wind Synthesizer Driver, which
I'm sure must have been trailblazing. I'd never heard anyone talking about this release before I
bought my cheapie vinyl copy. Imagine my great surprise to learn it was actually quite good.
The high-energy "Silver Needles" is perhaps my favourite tune on the album, brimming over
with exciting riffage. The slow-burn "Country Morning" and another atmospheric piece,
"Morning Journey", are other apexes. The shorter songs are worthwhile as well. So, four great,
proven musicians making excellent music. What's not to like? It's not on CD, but the vinyl is dirt
cheap and not at all hard to find if you're diligent. A superb bargain-bin staple. Review by
greenback Special Collaborator Honorary Collaborator. Copyright Prog Archives, All rights
reserved. Please consider supporting us by giving monthly PayPal donations and help keep PA
fast-loading and ad-free forever. All four musicians already had an impressive background in
different bands. The weak point was Mick Rogers's vocals. All tracks were cosigned by the
band. The tracks are all different ranging from straightforward Rock to Jazz-Rock and Pop. The
tape of the show proves what an excellent live band they had been. On stage they showed their
talent, especially in the longer instrumental passages. After the tour Jack Lancaster left the
band. The remaining trio recorded their second and last record "Turbulence", released in , with
the help of Vivienne McAuliffe, Carol Stocker and Betsy Cook on background vocals. Again all
tracks but one, a Dylan cover "get your rocks off", were cosigned by the band. It is still a good
record, more straightforward Rock, but less interesting without the sound of Lancaster's
sax-playing. The first record "Aviator" is highly recommended. Studio Album, 3. And last but
not least the great John G. Perry from Caravan. A bunch of really great musucians coming
together for, in my opinion, a great album. The songs varies in style a lot but ties together by
the sound. Thanks to ProgLucky for the artist addition. Donate monthly and keep PA

fast-loading and ad-free forever. These example sentences are selected automatically from
various online news sources to reflect current usage of the word 'aviator. Send us feedback.
See more words from the same year. Accessed 24 Feb. More Definitions for aviator. Nglish:
Translation of aviator for Spanish Speakers. Britannica English: Translation of aviator for Arabic
Speakers. What made you want to look up aviator? Please tell us where you read or heard it
including the quote, if possible. Subscribe to America's largest dictionary and get thousands
more definitions and advanced searchâ€”ad free! From ideals to friendships. Rest on them, but
not for too long. And 'mood board' too. We're intent on clearing it up. We're gonna stop you
right there. How to use a word that literally drives some pe The awkward case of 'his or her'.
How many of these commonly confused words do you Test your vocabulary with our question
quiz! Login or Register. Save Word. Definition of aviator. Keep scrolling for more. Synonyms for
aviator Synonyms airman , birdman , flier also flyer , pilot Visit the Thesaurus for More.
Examples of aviator in a Sentence the solo flight from New York to Paris by the aviator Charles
Lindbergh captured the imagination of people around the world. Recent Examples on the Web
Rick Dressler is a year-old Air Force reservist, aviator and medic who also worked as a federal
criminal investigator. Michael Saag says some patients suffer for months," 31 Dec. First Known
Use of aviator , in the meaning defined at sense 2. Learn More about aviator. Time Traveler for
aviator The first known use of aviator was in See more words from the same year. Dictionary
Entries near aviator aviation engineer aviation insurance aviation medicine aviator aviator's ear
aviator glasses aviatorial See More Nearby Entries. Style: MLA. Kids Definition of aviator.
Comments on aviator What made you want to look up aviator? Get Word of the Day daily email!
Test Your Vocabulary. A daily challenge for crossword fanatics. Love words? Need even more
definitions? We're intent on clearing it up 'Nip it in the butt' or 'Nip it in the bud'? We're gonna
stop you right there Literally How to use a word that literally drives some pe Is Singular 'They' a
Better Choice? Play the game. Aviator is a suite of EFB solutions that increase airline
efficiencies by streamlining pilot workflows and lowering ground operation costs. It transforms
capabilities previously found in numerous mobile applications into a single, seamless, intuitive
and easy-to-use EFB suite. With Aviator, your pilots have easy access to their flight briefings,
weather data and a utility calculator within a single EFB application. We know that every airline
is different. View a short demo of Aviator 3. See how four airline personnelâ€”a pilot, flight
dispatcher, EFB administrator and flight ops executiveâ€”use Aviator to help optimize and
simplify their everyday tasks. To request decompression test results or if you have other
questions regarding authorization support, simply fill out the form by clicking the button below
to launch the form. A Jeppesen team member will respond to the request with the information
you have requested. Find out how Aviator, and our personal ecosystem, can make your
operation integrated, connected and smart by contacting us using the button below. Jeppesen
Aviator. Why is Aviator right for you? A configurable solution We know that every airline is
different. Learn more. Watch Aviator. See Aviator in Action View a short demo of Aviator 3. See
review on FlyingMag. A Day In The Life Infographic See how four airline personnelâ€”a pilot,
flight dispatcher, EFB administrator and flight ops executiveâ€”use Aviator to help optimize and
simplify their everyday tasks. Get the Infographic. Make Aviator even more powerful, by
combining it with any of the following solutions: FliteBrief This crew briefing and flight
monitoring web portal enables dispatchers, pilots and other airline operations personal to
effectively manage and distribute Aviator flight briefing packages. FliteDeck Pro X The newest
member of the FliteDeck Pro family provides commercial aviation pilots with the comprehensive
navigational charts, manuals and documentation needed for flying- all delivered in one intuitive
pilot- and workflow-focused interface. FliteDeck Pro X. Boeing Onboard Performance Tool The
Onboard Performance Tool provides self-planning capability through fast and precise
performance calculations. It allows flight crews to calculate the takeoff analysis, landing
analysis, and weight and balance information. Instant and accurate calculations save time by
correcting for pressure variation, runway conditions, engine bleeds, and Minimum Equipment
List MEL items. Boeing OPT. FliteDeck Advisor FliteDeck Advisor is a mobile application
providing B pilots with advisories needed to make small, inflight adjustments and optimize their
cost index. Aircraft connectivity capturing real-time conditions and past aircraft-specific
performance data is utilized to continually calculate and visually depict flight profile and speed
advisories to save airlines money. FliteDeck Advisor. Your company's own applications with the
Aviator software developer's kit Aviator integrates with your company own software kits as well
as any other Boeing, Jeppesen or third-party EFB applications that provides data in ARINC or
format. Slide 1 Slide 2 Slide 3 Slide 4 Slide 5. EFB Program Authorization Support To request
decompression test results or if you have other questions regarding authorization support,
simply fill out the form by clicking the button below to launch the form. Get Help. Fact sheet.
Want to know more? Top Chat. I am conflicted â€” confounded, even. But is the brand? The

leather steering wheel, push-button transmission selector, and the large inch infotainment
touchscreen just add to the allure. That last â€” the infotainment â€” is impressive in its own
right. Sync 3 is one of the simplest, yet more than powerful enough, systems in the biz. Apple
CarPlay and Android Auto are standard. If simplicity and ease of use are your priorities in an
infotainment system, Sync 3 is for you. Pair your phone, walk up to the Aviator, and exterior
lights will illuminate and the doors will unlock. Plunk your smartphone in the cupholder, press
the start button, and Bill Gates is your uncle â€” the big Lincoln fires up. But my skinny butt
never found a sweet spot. It would appear Lincoln seats and I just arent compatible. Now, that
may not mean much: As my compendious lineup of ex-wives and girlfriends can attest, my lack
of compatibility should not be taken to mean that no one can get along with Lincoln seats.
Lincoln really has found a sweet spot with the 3. Until recently exclusive to Lincoln â€” the new
Explorer gets the 3. Lincoln offers an upticket hybrid powertrain , essentially the same engine
further invigorated by a horsepower electric motor sandwiched between engine and
transmission. This last fairly makes the Aviator jump off the line. As I mentioned, the Aviator is
a tad portly. It is also based on the Explorer platform, and like so many large, domestic
sport-brutes, it handles a bit truckish. Weight aside, there is so much to like about the new
Aviator â€” all the aforementioned attributes plus an attractive exterior and seating for seven,
not to mention an extra roomy trunk. It most certainly deserving of being a finalist in the North
American Car and Truck of the Year awards. That said, I have to say â€” and the last time I
mentioned this, I got remedial PR from the marketing mavens at Ford â€” that I am still not sure
that Lincoln is ready for price parity with some of the more established luxury marques.
Otherwise, the Aviator is a no-excuses-needed-thank-you-very-much luxury vehicle. Trending
Videos See More Videos. Search Driving. Road Test. First Drive: Lincoln Aviator. We encourage
all readers to share their views on our articles using Facebook commenting Visit our FAQ page
for more information. Choose A Make. Choose A Model. Choose A Trim. Comparison links
Compact crossovers without compromise Go big and go home with new pickups Hybrids
making it easier to go green Affordable, economical and practical Age old rivalry between
muscle cars SUVs for the whole family Hot hatchbacks to spice things up. Share This Story.
Check out some of the most anticipated TV series revivals, live-action movie adaptations, and
remakes currently in the works. Browse our picks. Visit our Black History Month section. Search
for " The Aviator " on Amazon. Take a look back at Leonardo DiCaprio 's movie career in
photos. See more Leonardo. Biopic of billionaire Howard Hughes , starting with his early
filmmaking years as owner of R. Pictures, but mostly focusing on his role in designing and
promoting new aircraft. Hughes was a risk-taker spending several fortunes on designing
experimental aircraft and eventually founding TWA as a rival to Pan Am airlines owned by his
great rival Juan Trippe. Hughes also had many women in his life including a long relationship
with Katharine Hepburn. From an early age, however, Hughes was also germophobic and would
have severe bouts of mental illness. Written by garykmcd. An amazing performance by DiCaprio
and spectacularly shot throughout. The VFX was dated, but it didn't detract too much from the
overall quality of the film. Sign In. Get a sneak peek of the new version of this page. Keep track
of everything you watch; tell your friends. Full Cast and Crew. Release Dates. Official Sites.
Company Credits. Technical Specs. Plot Summary. Plot Keywords. Parents Guide. External
Sites. User Reviews. User Ratings. External Reviews. Metacritic Reviews. Photo Gallery. Trailers
and Videos. Crazy Credits. Alternate Versions. Rate This. A biopic depicting the early years of
legendary Director and aviator Howard Hughes ' career from the late s to the mid s. Director:
Martin Scorsese. Writer: John Logan. Added to Watchlist. From metacritic. Related News
Smackdowns. Celebrate Black History Month. Want to watch. Related Items. Share this Rating
Title: The Aviator 7. Use the HTML below. You must be a registered user to use the IMDb rating
plugin. Won 5 Oscars. Howard Hughes Cate Blanchett Katharine Hepburn Kate Beckinsale Ava
Gardner John C. Noah Dietrich Alec Baldwin Juan Trippe Alan Alda Professor Fitz Danny
Huston Jack Frye Gwen Stefani Jean Harlow Jude Law Errol Flynn Adam Scott Johnny Meyer
Matt Ross Glenn Odekirk Kelli Garner Faith Domergue Frances Conroy Hepburn Brent Spiner
Leonardo DiCaprio Through the Years. Edit Storyline Biopic of billionaire Howard Hughes ,
starting with his early filmmaking years as owner of R. Edit Did You Know? Goofs A more
careful examination of the timing
1985 buick lesabre parts catalog
04 ford explorer fuse diagram
2003 chevy trailblazer parts diagram
of Hughes during the speed-test run: Odie says "" miles per hour then "". The first run shows
the stopwatch at as near to For a recognized record, their rules require 2 runs at a sanctioned
event viewed by their officials, with the speed for the record being the average of the best of two

runs. Quotes [ first lines ] Allene Hughes : Q-u-a-r-a-n-t-i-n-e. Young Howard Hughes :
Quarantine. Crazy Credits Aside from company logos and the film's title, there are no opening
credits. Was this review helpful to you? Yes No Report this. Q: Why didn't Hughes just cut
power to both engines and glide to earth? Q: Why did Howard look quite a while and very
cautiously to the cameras at Sen. Owen Brewster at the beginning of the hearing? Country: USA
Germany. Language: English. Runtime: min. Color: Color Black and White. Edit page. Clear your
history. Howard Hughes. Katharine Hepburn. Noah Dietrich. Senator Ralph Owen Brewster.
Professor Fitz. Johnny Meyer. Glenn Odekirk. Faith Domergue. Robert Gross.

